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Union City Seeking
Head Start Approval

Hickman Youth In National
4-H Congress In Chicago
HICKMAN, Ky. — Ralph Fitzpatrick, 16, state winner in the
4-H special achievement, will
represent the Purchase area at
the National 4-H Congress being
held In Chicago.
The son of Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Fitzpatrick, Hickman Rt. I.
young Fitzgerald will make the
trip to Chicago under the sponsorship of the Illinois Central
Railroad.
A 4-H member for eight years.
Fitzpatrick also ranked fourth in
*he state this year in 4-H auto.
native project record. His other
4-H projects have been garden,
yearning and health.
He has given three demonstration:; and made several exhibits
connected with highway safety
during his three years in the
automotive project. He also has

taken an automotive project tour
to Mammoth Cave.
His other honors have included
county 4-H public speaking
championships for the past four
years, soil conservation winner
for two years, and selection as a
delegate to state 9-H Leadership
Conference, where he served as
a discussion leader, for two
years.
In his local 4-H Club, Fitzpatick has served as president,
vice president, reporter, program committee chairman, and
recreation leader. He also is a
member of do county recreation
committee. He has assisted with
4-H officer training and has
helped younger members with
filling out record books.
A junior at Fulton County High
School, where he ranks in the
top 5 per cent of his class, Fitz-

RALPH FITZPATRICK
gerald is a section head In the
school band and a member of
the Beta, Science, Math, Glee
and Industrial Arts clubs. In addition, he was president of his
freshman class. He also works
after school at the local newspaper office.

Humphrey
To Lead
Demos Back
MIAMI, Fla.
— Vice
President Hubert Humphrey
said Monday he intends to lead
the Democratic Party back
from defeat by healing old
wounds and attracting young
blood.
"I am the titular he'd of the
party and I intend to function as
the titular head of the party,"
Humphrey told the Miami News
in a copyrighted interview.
Humphrey told William C.
Beggs, News editor, in an interview in Washington that he
would not accept a post with the
Republican administration of
President-elect Richard M. Nix01.
"I really have only one ambition," Humphrey said. "I want
to see the Democratic party
once again worthy of its name
and its historical reputation ...

liART IN, TENNESSEE---.

the party which welcomed
change and made it possible."

GiftS at

An applicadon has been subniitted to the U.S. Office of Economic
Opportunity for the operation of a Head Shirt program by the
Union City Hoard of Education during the summer months of 1969,
John R. Carlisle, Heed Start project director for Union Clh, has
announced.
Ooly a limited amount of money will be available for the Union
City program, Mr. Carlisle said,
and the 1969 program will have
as much as $8,800 and be eligiIn be heist to the size of this
ble for Heed Start.
year's project.
The eligiblity of children will
"That means we can have four
be
based on the prior calendar
classes which can care for 80
year or the 12 months previous
children," he said. 91 approvenrollment,
whichever most
to
ed as submitted, the program
accurately describes the family's
in Union City will begin June 9
needs, Mr. Carlisle said. Once
and extend through Aug. 1."
a child is admitted to the proMeanwhile, registration for the
gram, he remains eligible until
program will be conducted Tueshe enters school, unless the famday of next week, Mr. Carlisle
income rises more than $3,000
ily
said. Parents may register their
above the poverty level.
children at any elementary school
Children from a family receivin the city during the school
ing welfare aid are considered
hours, 8:30 a.m. until 3:30 p.m.
even though the family
eligible
In addition, Central Elemenincome may exceed the poverty
tary School and the school at
level.
Miles will remain open until 7:30
"It is our aim to have every
Tuesday night for the benefit of
eligible child in Union City parparents unable to register their
ticipate
in the Head Start prochildren (luring the school hours.
gram because of the good reThe child does not have to be
sults we have observed In the
present for the registration. Parpast," Mr. Carlisle said. "We
ents will fill out forms which
are
also anticipating more parwill determine if the child is
ent participation. If we can deeligible.
velop good parent participation,
Mr. Carlisle pointed out that
the entire program will benefit."
only children living within the
city limits of Union City are eli'Fhe bumper on today's car is
gible for the Union City program,
following running boards and
The Head Start program, Mr.
rumble seats
Carlisle explained, is designed
to oblivion.
to give the economically deprivHack in 1915,
ed child a better start in school.
the bumper was
Children who will start the first
considered opgrade or kindergarten in the fall
tional equipof 1969 will be eligible for the
ment, and it seems that today's
Head Start program. A child
bumper is becoming optional
who will be six years old on or
once again. At the Harold Warp
before Oct. 31, 1969, will be
Pioneer Village in south central
Nebraska you can see the changes
eligible to enter the first grade.
as they were made from the early
A child who will be five years
Duryea to today's cars.
old on or before the same date
will be eligible to attend kindergarten. Preference will be given
I lel
OHRi
to children who are five and will
be starting the first grade. The
IMFAISF
remainder of those chosen for the
program will be from four-yearold children and children whose
families have an income above
the economic level established by
the 0E0.
DOUBLE -TREAT
Since the program is for the deprived child, each class must
have at least 90 per cent of its
LUCILLE BALL
members from the lower income
brackets.
HENRY FOND
The amount of money a family
can earn and still be eligible is
determined by the number In the
family, Mr. Carlisle said. The
larger the family, the more
money the family can earn and
still remain eligible.
PLUS CO-HIT
If there are two in the family,
Mr. Carlisle went on the most
YUL
BRYNNER
and
still be
the Wet* ;ea* earn
eligible for Head Start is $2,000
annually. This maximum increases from $400 to $600 for
each additional child in the family. For example, If a family
has 15 members, it could earn

Fri.- Sal.- Sun.

"Yours, Mine
and OURS"

"Return of the
Seven"

'Women Can Help Personalise
A Man's Gift-Giving
Ladies to the rescue! Men are
notoriously poor at selecting business gifts. Christmas gift selection
poses the same problem each year
for businessmen — what to give
customers and associates. In fact,
it wasn't too long ago that gift.
giving was shunned by many busi.
nessmen as a questionable practice.
Thanks to some guidance by
wives and secretaries, however,
times have changed, according to
Robert C. Hollings. president of the
Specialty Advertising Association.
Nearly 70 million business gifts
will be purchased during 1966 at
a total cost of S400 million, with
the hulk of buying done during
the Christmas season.
Hollings says women have influenced the trend during the past
several years toward less costly.
more meaningful gifts. Today,
more gifts are being selected which
the whole family can enjoy, rather
than the more traditional officeoriented items.
Business gifts are being given
:is a personal gesture to say "thank

nes*nen throughout the year.
Luntheons, birthday cards. and 'Social events such as golf outingsare
used by bisinessmen to show • appreciation.:,,
Businessmen worry more over
gifts than any - other personal business gesture. As a result, busy

executives depend on wives nod
secretaries more than ever for gift
ideas. Many even depend on the
women to select, purchase, wsgp
and send the gift—unless it:is
to be presented personally.
Hollings advised that wornen.can
help most by keeping a watch&
eye on the calendar. Husinessfnen
often find themselves with too ldc
tune remaining to select a pri*r
and meaningful gift before Christmas.
A reminder far enough in advance will help make the rescue
look like a routine operation.
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the tamed engineer who last his
life in a train wreck, was not
born at Cayce, as a map listing
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THE
FAMILY:Iv1 s,
LAWYER —

county, with his family when he
was about six years old. The
family formerly lived In a little
town in Missouri across the river from Hickman_
At the age of 16, Casey went
to work with the Mobile and
Ohio Railroad (now the GMEC)
as a telegraph operator. After
a year he began working as a
fireman. A year later he was
promoted to engineer, and when
he finished four years with the
Melt, tie transterreu to the Illinois Central as an engineer. He
took a run between Memphis,
Tenn., and Canton, Miss.
The story of his fatal accident
has been reconstructed as fol-

lows:
Jones came oft his regular run
on the night of April 79, 1900.
but was called back to relieve
the regular engineer on the return trip. At Vaughn, Miss.,
there were two freight trains in
the passing track. The caboose
and three cars of the back train
were left on the main line because there was not room for
them on the side track.
Jones left Memphis 40 minutes late, but had made up about
25 minutes. The flagman on the
rear freight didn't expect Casey's train, No. 1, to arrive at
Vaughn as soon as it did, and
consequently no warning was

Burley
Brings
$1 Million

engineer was dedicated in the
Cayce high school yard.

olven.

Jones' engine ploughea
through the caboose, two cars
of lumber and a car of shelled
corn. Before tne common, Lase}
told his fireman, Sans Webb, to
jump, but the engineer chose to
stay in his cab arid try to stop
his train.
The song, "Casey Jones," was
first hummed by an old Negro
engine wiper at Canton, Miss.
Then a vaudeville troupe heard
It and had the song published
The late Fred Lee of Clearwater, Fla., wrote a biography of
Casey.
In 1938, a monument to the

Several years later, in 1950,
this reporter traveled to Jackson. Tenn., to interview Mrs.
Jones, and at that time she said
that there was one line in the
song about her famous husband,
which she had never liked. It
stop your crying, there's another
daddy on the Salt Lake Line."
At the time of Jones' death, he
was the one that goes "Baby,
was living in Jackson, where a
"Casey Jones Museum" was
opened in 1950.
Casey's grandson, Charles
Jones. is a resident of Fulton.

Up the DOWN escalator went
two small boys, on the loose in a
department store. As they scrambled upward, they bumped into a
woman shopper, causing her to
suffer a bad fall.
In due course she filed a damage
suit against the store, charging a
failure to maintain order on the
. premises.
"But none of our employees
noticed what those youngsters were
doing," protested the company in
court. "Surely we are not required
to keep our escalators under constant surveillance."
The court agreed, and the woman's claim was turned down.
Authorities differ us to whether
an escalator should be classified as
a "common carrier"—like a train
or a bus. However, they all agree

Burley tobacco sold on the Paducah-Mayfield market last week
brought farmers more than $1,160,000.
The combined average for the
joint market was about $73 a
hundred. The markets sold a
total of approximately 1,590,000
pounds of tobacco during the
opening week of 1988 sales.
In two sales. Mayfield's ware-

41
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An Ideal gift for the athletic youngster. Contains
an official size and
weight basketball, regu'
4
3
lation size 18' n /
steel goal with no-tie net
hangars. By Eagle Rubber. Reg. price $6.98

11

spacial $522

CRICKET ROCKER
that the management is not an
absolute guarantor of a passenger's
safety. Some risk is inherent in the
very nature of this means of transportation. Take this case:
A woman approached an escalator, leading her small son by the
hand. But just as she moved onto
the first step, the boy stopped short
in fright. When the woman reached
back for him, she lost her balance

(R

t r t)'0u
the judge could find no grounds for
pinning responsibility on the management. He said the cause of the
imeident was simply "the effect the
4,...ailestator has upon a person who
t' steps upon it without putting his
-: body in corresponding motion."
Nonetheless, a store is indeed
obliged to prevent an accident when
it reasonably can—either by adequate supervision or by proper tipkeep of the equipment. Thus:
A man who fell because an escalator gave a sudden, violent jerk
won a damage award. So did a
woman who slipped on a gob of
. grease, which had remained on an
! escalator step long enough for store
i employees to have noticed and removed it.
"— On the other hand, even if the
management does see danger, there
may be no practical way to avoid

i

I

Gaily upholstered in a delightful print fabric. Maple
finished hardwood has comfortable solid seat. Made for
durability as well as pleasure. Sure to make a hit with
every child. By Cass. Reg.
price $9.98
$

opecli

58c

CHALLENGE CUP
SPORT 'N STOCK
The fun of both stuck
car and sports car racing in one great set,
Complete with 4 inter.
changeable car shells,
track, power equipment, accessories,
etc. By Eldon. Reg.
price $24.98

MOW

,
•4

SPRAY-ON PAINTS AND SNOW
Decorator spray-on paints and snow for
Christmas and holiday decorations. Exciting, fast drying colors. Can be used
on all surfaces. By Belmont Industries.
Reg. price 79c each.

special

$16"

04/0•11611.0.. ON
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TREE
2 feet tall.
/
61
Fire resistant limbs and
branches so beautifully arranged that its almost immale to distinguish them
from natural pines. Easy to
set-up and take down. Includes heavy duty stand. By
^4ecialties. Reg.
179.95
ics $
pAlrumln

'
cL:
1
.:1
;40
•*
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CORK RIFLE
"Johnny Tin-heel" M-16 Rifle. Molded in unbreakable plastic and metal. Pull-back cocking
action — positive firing with "POP" sound of
cork. Empire. Reg. Price $1.69

•••
READERS WRITE: A psychiatrist is a man who will listen
to you as long as you don't
make sense,-- Al Musser,.,
Swindling widows take •lot of
enrage.--Doe Frankel.
Some arsonists seem ts have
*Facial flare foe basin, a.-Harry C. Bauer.,. The only
plen some people have for the
Plan.
.ire is the
A feed
Wilfred
race you
fora

-arm
!aft

"
25 assorted Famous Snow Gleam special
Cards and Envelopes. Cards are
treated with snow-putt. Value up to
$2.50. By Hawthorm-Summerfie d.

87c

SPECIAL!
'"FORT APACHE
PLAY SET
For indoor and outdoor
fun. Contains over 26
Frontiersmen, 14 Indi•
ans, large snap-together
stockade and metal build
5g. Plus action cannons,
stable, tepee, etc. By
Louis Marx. Special Value

88 special

01.1 SPICE en SET
i.elliel
Large size attar shave lotion and 1 large
men's
of
Shulton.
By
cologne.
Reg.
battle
"
$2
$3.25

GENE G EM& Sometimes the
best way to improve your neighborhood is to mcne out of it.
I know a beachcomber who's
mussel bound,
--Gene Gesiorowsk I.
•• •

The hysterical golfer rushed
into the clubhouse. "I've just
killed my wife," he shouted. "I
didn't know she was behind me
and I took a backswing and hit
her. She was dead before she
touched the ground."
"What club did you use?" a
listener asked.
"Number two iron," the man
said sadly.
"I knew it," the listener said.
"That club always gets me in
trouble, too."

25

GREETING CADS

In one case the hostess in a hotel
spied a drunk weaving his way
toward the escalator. Though she
tried to restrain him, he pushed her
,
aside, stepped aboard, and toppled
backward to the floor.
Afterward, the man complained
that the hostess "should have
stopped me by force." But a court
decided that was too much to expect—especially since he weighed
ewice as much as she did. All in all,
the court concluded, the man had
no one to blame but himself.

John Gardiner of San Francisco, describing his many projects.
said, "Man, I'm so busy I hadda
hire a guy to jog me for me"
•••

lilliillellye Pip
SP11h74 Sill11/1

77 special

it.
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Guns

houses sold 500,870 pounds of
tobacco-330,686 pounds the first
day and 170,004 pounds Friday
as the sale day was shared with
Paducah.
Mayfield had a first-day average of $73.30. The average Friday there was $73.34.
Paducah's three warehouses
sold 494,738 pounds of burley
Monday for an average of $73.70.
Wednesday, the same floors sold
411,904 pounds of tobacco for all
average of $72.78.
The Friday Paducah sale averaged $73.25 on 183,112 pounds.
This week. Paducah floors will
sell Monda y. Wednesday and
Thursday. The Mayfield floor
will sell Tuesday and Friday.

/

Merriest Christmas

for

art
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Up the Down Escalator

tough in ad.e the rescue
peration.
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Fulton, Ky,

Map Is Wrong; Casey Jones Wasn't A Native Of Kentucky

INCREDIBLE EDIBLES
Featuring your doe* of "KOOKY KAIHS" or "GOODY special
COOPERS.- Safe ... flavor-filled ... fun to make and eat!
as
Complete with all utensils and ingredients to make these #800
silly snacks. By Mattel. Reg. price $13.011 isa.

GITARINA GUITAR
Over 25 long. Engineered for pitch and
easy flags
produces brill
tone.
Individually colored
tunable nylon strings
1$y Mastro. Reg. price
$2.19

• •*ME ASSORTMENT
Blue-ribbon prize poodles have soft, combination low pile plush with hi pilia trim.
Made in assorted Colors with ribbon about
neck. Have novelty eyes, pom-pom nose
12" high. Your Choice
" long
2
1
and felt tongue. 9/
By My Toy.

SPECIAL!
COARSE WALKER
As much fun as an honestlelleedriess playmate. She'
tall—wells like • reel
little girl. Has reeled hair,
moveable arms and legs a
sleeping eyes. Cheese teen
mewled hair styles and(MM. kids love best. By 11
gime.

PRO TRAP DRUM SET
Big value in this beginners
set to learn rhythm. Drumming surfaces poly coated
for extra strength Has full
side Ott's. cymbals.
wood* block and 2 cowbells. Bass Drum Is 21' in
diameter. Easy to assemble
By I •Chs
intitn.ruct
$797

*KW

10.95
^$1'444

1,

,
ti,NPA.

GAME ASSORT I
Sure to please the youngsters! Play
value galerel Cheese from 6 top-sellIns games such as; Pachisi, Derby,
Flip Ball, etc. By Watkins Strathmore. Reg. pies 9k ea.

74

c

your choice

r ntS ho

Fulton, Ky.
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Magnavox COLOR TV
instantly fine-tunes itself
AUTOMATICALLY...brings
you PERFECT Pictures
that stay precise!

All-Inclusive family entertainment center—actually costs you less than comparable Color TV and Stereo
units purchased separately! This Stereo Theatre has 295 sq. in. screen plus all the advanced Instant Automatic
Color fine-performance features at right. Its revolutionary Astro-Sonic sound system re-creates the full beauty
#
of music from either Stereo FM /AM radio or records. There are 16 beautiful and authentic
4
furniture styles to enhance the decor of any room. Magnificent Magnavox Stereo Theatres
are priced from only $650. Contemporary model 7602—

79850

This most important advaxmkek,Color TV—Instant
Automatic Color—was firiiitWacted and introduced
by Magnavox in 1964! You enjoy a perfectly-tuned picture
that automatically stays precise on every channel—every
time! No other Color TV today offers you so many significant advantages: Brilliant Color for more natural pictures. Chromatone gives far more vivid color; warmer
black and white. Quick-On pictures flash-on four times
faster. And, with Magnavox high fidelity sound, you'll
experience unequaled program realism. You will also
have the lasting satisfaction of knowing you own the
finest, most reliable Color TV made. Choose from over 40
magnificent furniture styles and beautiful finishes.

Danish Modern
. Automatic Color
model e972 with the same
performance features of
model 6976 (left). It will
bring you years of viewing
enjoyment in breathtaking
color.

Mediterranean
. Automatic Color
model 6976 with superb
two-speaker sound system. Concealed swivel
casters. Also in Early
American and French Provincial styles. Your choice.

Thrill to the BIGGEST PICTURES in Color TV

Early
American
. . space-saving Automatic Color model 6954 on
concealed swivel casters.
Also available in Contemporary, Mediterranean,
French or Italian Provincial fine furniture. Your
choice of styles . .

Beautiful
Contemporary
. . space-saving Automatic Color model 6902
with all the advanced features above; is also available in charming Colonial
and Mediterranean styles.
Your choice of outstanding
fine furniture . . .

See and hear a magnificent Magnavox at any of the fine stores below

1

$9990

SUPERB 15'• COLOR PORTABLE
Big Set Performance and Reliability-117
sq, in. screen is 15 sq. in larger than most other
color portables. Model 6000, with telescoping
dipole antenna, plus many other quality features.
Ideal for shelves, tables or on optional mobile cart
°diatom/ measure screen
—the perfect second set.

Solid-State STEREO Portable—lets records
last a lifetime; brings you a vast improvement in
the re-creation of music. You must hear it to
appreciate it. Model 244, in easy-to-carry fine
luggage-like case, is just one of many highlyreliable Magnavox solid-state stereo fine-performing portables that are priced from only $69.90

Come in — for a colorful copy of our free
Christmas Gift Suggestion brochure.

$79"
Ideal PERSONAL TV—wonderful to give, more
wonderful to own! Model 5004 with: 38 sq. in.
screen, telescoping antenna, convenient carrying
handle plus Automatic Picture and Sound Stabilizers (Keyed AGC) for clearest, sharpest pictures
—even from distant or "difficult" channels. So
low priced—it's the perfect gall

Solid-State Stereo FM /AM Radio—lets you
thrill to the dimensional realism of Stereo FM,
the drift-free and noise-free beauty of crystalclear monaural FM music, as well as powerful
AM radio performance. Model FM -31 has two
highly-efficient 6° speakers, solid-state amplifier,
plus many other deluxe Magnavox features.

WADE TELEVISION
West Parkway,Fulton, By.

472-3462

Give
mode
featui
acces
decor
Provii

Fulton, Ky.
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Magnavox ASTRO-SONIC
STEREO surpasses all
other achievements in the
re-creation of sound!

Give your family the lasting gift of beautiful music! Astro-Sonic Stereo FM/AM Radio-Phonograph
model 3813, in romantic Mediterranean fine furniture styling, has 50-Watts undistorted music power and all
features at left. Concealed casters permit easy moving. Gliding top panels—on all models—give most convenient
access to record player, all controls and record storage area—without disturbing your
decorative accessories. Also available in Early American, Contemporary, and Italian
Provincial styles—in a wide variety of beautiful hand-rubbed finishes.

4985°

An Astro-Sonic brings you the full beauty of music—
with unequaled tonal dimensions and fidelity—from
records, exciting Stereo FM, drift-free and noise-free
Monaural FM, powerful AM Radio or optional Tape
Recorder. This superb performance is maintained with
lasting reliability because advanced Solid-State Circuitry replaces tubes, eliminates damaging heat. The
Micromatic Player with Diamond Stylus—eliminates pitch
distortion, banishes record and stylus wear so your records
can last a lifetime. Other exclusive features such as two
High-Efficiency 15" Bass Woofers plus two 1000 cycle
Exponential Treble Horns (with the equivalent acoustical
efficiency of 20 treble cone speakers)—provide remarkable tonal purity and realism. Choose from over 40 beautiful and authentic fine furniture styles.

Compact, Solid-State

Dramatically
long, low and
beautiful
Danish Modern
fine furniture

398'
Magnificence you can truly see and hear! Astro-Sonic Stereo FM/AM
Radio-Phonograph model 3711 with: 30-Watts undistorted music• power,
Olord storage area plui'elf4tha
f$j.
tures above".
,
',
H. Advanced Magnavox acoustical system
—in all models—projects sound from both the cabinet sides and front; extends
thrilling stereo separation to the very width of your room. Also available as
Model 3719 with built-in Magnavox solid-state tape recorder—with superb
4-Track, 3-Speed Stereo/Monaural recording and playback functions. $598.50

Elegant
French Provincial
. .. Astro-Sonic Stereo
FM /AM Radio-Phonograph model 3714 with:
30-Watts undistorted
music power and all the
outstanding features
above, plus large record
storage area. Also in Mediterranean and Early American styling. Your choice.

STEREO
Detachable legs-make it equally suited
for use On tables,
shelves, even in
bookcases!

Space-Saving
Colonial
... Astro-Sonic Stereo
FM/AM Radio-Phonograph model 3612 is only
38%" L. 20-Watts undistorted music power, two
High-Efficiency 12" Bass
Woofers, swivel casters
plus other features above.
Also in Contemporary,
Mediterranean, and Far
Eastern Contemporary.

Graceful
Italian Provincial
. . . Astro-Sonic Stereo
FM/AM Radio-Phonograph model 3625 with:
30-Watts undistorted
music power, two HighEfficiency 1 2" Bass
Woofers, plus other features above. Also in Contemporary, Mediterranean,
and Early American styles.

Ideal wherever space Is a problem, yet it
actually outperforms many higher-priced console makes today.4-Speakers, 20-Watts undistorted music power. Your choice of four styles —
Contemporary model 3000 shown, Colonial,
Mediterranean, or French Provincial. All styles
available with Stereo FM JAM radio, $138.50

Select from over 200 beautiful and exciting CHRISTMAS GIFT VALUES!
. . . allpricedfar below what you'd expect to pay; because Magnavox is sold directly to only afewfine stores,
saving you "middleman" costs. And,remember,every Magnavox dealer is dedicated to serving you better!

• free
hure.
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rystalwerful
is two
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Solid-State
CASSETTE
TAPE
RECORDER

Battery-powered, plays anywhere! Easy-tocarry two-track Monaural model 108 uses snap-in,
reusable cartridge (included with battery and
carrying case). You never touch the tape! It's
the perfect gift for anyone—ideal for work or play.
Complete with microphone and earphone. Other
solid state tape recorders from $34.90

FM/AM Solid -State CLOCK Radios—by
Magnavox, lull you to sleep—or automatically
wake you to beautiful music or alarm. They'll not
only bring you lasting FM or AM listening enjoyment, but will also add beauty wherever you place
them in your home Model FM -18 is just one of
many superb clock radio models available.

Solid-State FM/AM Table Radios—bring you
rich, noise-free and drift-free FM music plus
sparkling AM performance; with all the finer tone
quality and lasting reliability you'd expect and
get from a Magnavox radio. Model FM -15 is one
of a wide variety of decorative models available
—that will add a touch of beauty to any room.

FM/AM Pocket Radios—will amaze you with
their room -filling sound. Model FM -806 lets you
take the pleasure of noise-free FM, powerful AM
listening—wherever you go. So tiny, it fits easily
into pocket or purse. With telescoping antenna,
private-listening earphone, battery and carrying
case. Other models priced from only $9.95

WADE TELEVISION
West Parkway,Fulton, Ky.

472 3467
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errit Shows6

Should Have
Tried Them On

-W.
FRANKFORT, Ky.
L. Palone of Hazard is the new
assistant reclamation director in
the Department of Natural Resources. Palone, 32, has served
for the past four months as reclamation chief in a 37-cology
area in the Eastern Kentueky

GRAND JUNCTION, Colo.
A thief who made olf
with a pair of cowboy boots
from a shoe store apparently,
picked the wrong size. The boots
were found in a trash can behind a nearby store.

•
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Fulton, Ky.

Reclamation
Aide Appointed

Page

Fresh Caught Fish
Hush Puppies, Slaw '
Tarter Sauce
French Fries

FRIDAY
NIGHT

FISH
FRY!

DID YOU KNOW
that the Prudential has
a family plan that covers the entire family
r..1.
under ope policy?

The c
boldt 14
County
Ind a "
front sot
SToOldell
10611 Ch
1,11}au

5 to 12 p. m.
All you can at $1.25
Children 75c \

smosatut

As the family increases- No increase in price!

Tommy Scearce
PRUDENTIAL INSURANCE COMPANY
Phon 472-2562

JUDGES - Members of the Livestock Judging
Team receive certificates from Assistant County
Agent Charles Grooms. They are: From left,

DERBY

Paul Phelps, Greg Phelps, David Holman and
Mike Milner.

RESTAURANT
Sulton, Ky.

.1)
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FULTON DISCOUNT
WEST STATE LINE
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OPEN TO THE

COUPON

PUBLIC

NO FEE,

Prices Good To December 24!
REG.
$1.59
TAME
(Limit 2)

Mon Thr

NO STAMPS -

F

c,t

National Brands

NO GIMMICKS!

GREAT SAVINGS

$ 9.97

Sportline Men's sleeping bags

4

At

TOYS AND GAMES

COUGH
eOtD

all the
common symptoms
of the common cold

0MO.Mai
%OW*
.
11
1.101.70.4/
4.0 PA

Reg. $1.29 Coldene .
Reg. $1.98

$3.97

Kenner's Big Burger Grill $9.88

Rocky the Wonder Horse $6.95

Lite-Brite Game

Children's black boards $1.65

$6.75

Kenner's Soda Fountain $3.49

DUSTING POWDER

(While They Last)

(Limit 4)

19c

2 for 89c

See & Say Fire Engine -10.97
$2.59

Horse

vtoo)
tti toW(S.

%to

AlkaSeltzer

•

Reg. 69c
Pepsodent Tooth Brushes

4 for 99c
COLCIATE
100

Mouthwash
1$11.8 74c

$13.47

Mattel Bath House Brass $3.49

FREE COLGATE MOU I a
01
with PUrd105011

H
SPRAY
DISINFECTANT

Reg.$1.98
21 - oz.
(4.,

WE STILL HAVE A GOOD ASSOR'I74ENT OF
BICYCLES-TRICYCLES-WAGONS
„
,

In Foil

Reg. 59c (Limit 10)
Listerine Toothpaste
9c TURE

79c

Marvel the Mustang

MATTEL

Genuine Bump Ball

Smoking Cap rifle

7

Reg. $1.00 Ponds

WIBBLER TOYS

-Reg3E119
ALKA SEEM
36's

72c'<

FAST
T. SAFE • EFFECTIVE

segsoclit

22-PIECE

Children's Tea Sets ___ $1.69

Operation Game

99cCAN

Coldene Cough & Cold
To take care of

)1*
$3.59

SECULAR IS EXIBA MOLD

COLDENER COUGH
& COLD

tomIddiv*
We Have A
4
0
1
Reg. $1.00 Windprooi‘
LARGE
Assortment 7 CIGARETTE LIGHTERS
of Brach's i
2 for 99c
CHRISTMAS
$34.50 Retail!
es
BOX
0 Norelco Rechargable Razor 1
•
A
CANDY!
0

Rat's-Off Game

puts shape into your hairdo...
and keeps it there! Nothing
holds so holdinglyl

each

45- Pc. Set Melmac dinnerware,mLal $13.

$23.99

•STYLE FAST- IN HUGE SECTIONS
• MAKE TREMENDOUS BANGS...
SENSATIONAL FLIPS, CURVES...
WITHOUT RIDGES!
Adorn's water-free formula

4c

$11.43
Girls Overniter sleeping bags
3-Roll pkg. Xmas Gift Wrap, 3 pkgs. $ 1.00
$ 4.77
Attache cases, brown or black
$ 5.36
Esquire Shoe Shine Chest
$11.95 TIMEX Watches
$ 9.97

4,,,,

'COUPON
ADORN HAIRSPRAY
Reg. $2.25
Limit 2

IJ
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HumboldtGels
Band Honors
In UC Parade

Acton On
The 3irm

The classy, 64-piece Humboldt High SchOol band, Obion
County CentreTs cheerleaders
and a "jumping jack toy" float
from South Fulton took first place
trestle, and prize money In the
196$ Christmas Parade held in
HOOD City this bright and frosty
MOrning.
A crowd of several thousand
paraons witnessed the extravagamma, oponsored annually by the
Union City Jaycees and local
merchants.
Walling sirens preceded the
nine-band, eight-float parade,
led by the snappy Union City
High School band, frosted by five
Christmas blue and white,
sequin-clad majorettes.
Taking first place in the Union
City floats competition was the
union City Girl Scout Troop 164
entry, which depicted living
poinsettias.
Second honors went to the float
entered by the TKO fraternity
and the Immaculate Conception
Catholic Church entry was third.
The attractive, "revolving
flash cube" Sylvania float from
Dyeraburg captured second place
among out-of-town floats.
Second and third place cheerleader awards went to Lake
County and Kenton high schools.
The Jaycee float, depicting
Santa Claus and his traditional
reindeer poised on a rooftop,
climaxed the parade. Santa tossed out candy to youngsters massed along the entire parade route.
Beauty queens from the entire
area, the Grenadiers from the
University of 'Tennessee at Martin, a number of Boy and Girl
Scout units from Union City and
several old cars and other
specialty and novelty entries
contributed to the gala occasion.
THE FUNNY PAPERS
He said he went to the airfield and found it missing. The
airfield is unattended loud) of
the time and authorities were
not immediately certain when the
alleged theft occurred.
--Rochester (Minn.)
Post-Bulletin.

CHBATMAS DREAMS - South Fulton PTA
dieldlftd up a lavish float depicting a sleeping
Soy and his dreams of giant Christmas packages,

tapped by a live Jack-in-the-box to win first
place among the out-of-town floats in this morning's hohday parade.

Sales Tax Increase
Effective Jan. 1st
Union Mans will soon be paying• higher tax bill to their citY,
in the form of both sales and property taxes, but they will be
able to take comfort in the fact that these additional funds will
build for them one of the finest, if not the finest, school systems
in the west State area.
Approved overwhelmingly at the polls earlier this month, an
additional one-half cent sales
tax will go into effect on Jan.
1.
Tan eceuettme alter the first
of the year, the City Council
is expected to increase the local property tax rate from $2
to $2.50. This tax increase will
apply to the 1969 property taxes
which are payable prior to March
1, 1970 without penalty.
All of the additional money
produced by the one-half cent
sales tax hike and the 50coot increase in the property

will be used to retire
tax
Union City's $3 million bond
issue $2.5 million of which will
be used to construct a new high
school and to make improvements to other school structures.
The new school, to be Placed
in operation in 1970, will give
the city school system facilities second to none in West
have
Tennessee, educators
said.
The new one-hall cent sales
tax hike will produce about
$91,000 annually, while the 50
cent increase in property taxes
Is expected to bring in another
$75,000 each year.
The average annual payment on
the $3 million debt willbe $270,000 for a 20-year period, with
the balance of the money being
UP :rots the aresent one
400m Is
dist
d piroperty
taxes.
When the one-half cent sales
lax measure goes into effect,
it will mean local citizens will
be paying one-and-a-half cents
to Union City and throe cents in
sales taxes to the state. However, the local tax cannotamount
to more than $7.50 onany single
item.
City officials said today it is
their understanding the county
can call for a one-half cent
sales tax referendum at the
January term of the Obion Count/
Quarterly Court. U passed, the
county could then begin collecting its share of the tax 40
days following the election.
The city's share of the one..
hall-cent tax increase has been
figured on the assumption that
the county will pass a similar
ref.rendum early next year.
"We feel the lax should be
countywide because we know that
the county needs
additional
revenue for its school system
just as much as we do," City
Manager David Friesen said
today.

WOOL IN CARPETS
ATLANTA — Wool goes into
only about 20 per cent of carpet
output these days and cotton and
rayon into a mere 2 or 3 per
cent.

Fulton, Ky.
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Movie worth a hundred
laughs: "I love You, Alice El
Toklas", with Peter Sellers doing a tremendous job in far out,
fast moving production...Mos ic
with little to offer: -The Roston
Strangicr-...Book with fine
humor: "The Perfect Solution
to Absolutely Everything'', by
Arthur Hoppe...Pointers'choice
for Athlete of dse Year: Bob
Beaman, who shattered the long
jump record at llfestico City, .
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Perhaps Early America's quaint, Informal style is your
"dream , room." Here is a lustrous, lovely Early American
suite with ageless simplicity and charm. This sofa has
"spice" upholstery In heavy slub yarn that is a cross dyed
tweed. The chair is an early American print — Gold &
Burnt orange. Your dream room will say "come in, sit
deep, you're one cd the family" The sofa is 80 inches, has A
si
3 reversible foam rUbber cushions, and a high tufted
back. Yes — Such a wonderful setting to relax in, to ,
dream in.

Sofa & Chair
$34990 WT
XLVIMMV
5
A

Aro

XVIMIXAMA:

?
I. 0

•"''
Do you dream French Provincial? Let us make your dream
become a reality with this two piece suit. Upholstered in
beautiful, imported Matelasse' fabric and shown in Celadon
green. Available in several colors. U you dream of comfort,
It is hard to believe that anything so beautiful could be
so comfortable. It has three, reversable, foam rubber
cushions that are straped to a deck that has the same
'upholstery. Arm caps are an added attraction. The trim
adds a mellow charm to your dream room.

$539.95
$107.95

REG.
TRADE

It's about time: For another
warning about auto thefts, which
hake been increasing at an alarming rate in recent months
....nearly a million per year in
the U.S.!
• ••

The Allstate Motor Club advises: Always lock the doors
and close all windows, leave no
packages or luggage on the seats,
don't park in dark or obscure
areas, and always take the key
with you, even if just stopping
for a moment at the corner
store!
•• •

take advantage of the best and
most modern feeds and feeding
programs in order to develop
their future cows fast, Yet on a
sound economical basis.

Make Your "Dream I
Rwim" A Reality I
ClinibTWIS

& MINOR, TOO
Sy MIN IL allAMISTROM

If in doubt - give
a gift certificate.

Page 9
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MAJOR
POINTS

Owners suffer great losses and
much inconvenience.. police departments incur great expense
....insurance companies have
costly problems....and many
young persons are launched into
a criminal career just because
of auto thefts.
•• •
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heifer. This ease is where the
only danger can be found.
Research and practice have
shown that it is advantageous
to breed Holstein and Brown
Swiss heifers at approximately
750 pounds, Ayrshire' at 650
pounds, Guernseys at 575 pounds,
and Jerseys weighing 525 to 550
pounds regardless of the age of
the animal at that time. If heifers
are properly grown through approved feeding and management
pracitces, they will normally
reach breeding age from 12
months to 15 months of age.
This of course, will place them
in the milking line at 21 months
of age. Now to restate the quesCv JIM PRYOR
tion. if a big growthy heifer
A5ricuI$urel Avant
comes along and attains breeding
Illinois Central *slimed
size under 12 months of age,
there should be no hesitancy in
HEIFERS SHOULD BE BRED
breeding her at this time, provicL
ing of course the size is accordBY WEIGHT . . •
ing to the breed specifications
and if the dairyman will continue
NOT AGE!
to feed and care for the animal
properly.
I would like to discuss a most
Some dairymen wonder if a
important phase of dairying toheifer is sexually mature at less
day. Most agriculture leaders
than 12 months of age. Actually,
agree on the desired qualificathe calf matures much earlier,
tions of our future dairy cows.
but until she has matured phyDairymen are also gradually acsically, as a guage, the heifer
cepting the theory that heifers
will not be judged mature
should be bred by weight rather
physically, before she is mature
than age. Yet, when an excepsexually.
tionally fast developing heifer
In using the breed by weight
comes along, some hesitate -toscale, a feeding program which
follow the breed by weight theory
not allow her to get should
on the belief that such early '---cieee
b followed. Stress the programs
breeding may in some way enwhich stimulated fast normal
danger the potential productively
growth. Extra income is realized
for the animal. By the same
by dariymen who get their heiftoken, some rely on breeding by
ers in the milking string early.
age regardless of the size of the
Better dairymen everywhere

6

432®

SPECIAL
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g Clean — Smooth — Simple? Your "Dream Room" is Contemporary, Modern. Clean, un-cluttered lines give this
helpnin
fulfilla your
fclelegantloofk
has
in
/ id
nure
iltna restraelunie
deluxe foam rubber
This
tiardwood frame, and la uphostered in a Heavy Novi Tweed
. with a cross dyed tweed. This sofa Is 80 Inches long and
there Is riot an unnecessary curve or doo-dad In sight. The
lines are pure. Yes, you can till ,your "dram room" with
this timeless design that is crested for today.

ammo
-...."111111111Wtese.7.4Inge 1.11"1111111.111"Pwild
`•
IC"
All.
/
101110
.

Reg. $299.95 less 61.07 Trade
A-VA-veat-VaraL-V
SOFA & CHAIR
GREEN — GOLD
TAPESTRY
Reg. $289.95
TRADE-IN $100.00
YOU PAY

$169.95
avalealalgalreganiallanlanalvall

smb

--138"

Walnut Triple Dresser
Bookcase Bed - Sealy
Mattress and
Box Spring

Provincial White
Double Dresser
Bed- Sealy Mattress
at Box Spring

Sofa - Early American!
Floral - Loose I
Cushions - Back &
Seat

REG. VALUE
SAVE , _

REG.VALUE
SAVE

REGULAR _ __ $209.951
TRADE-IN ____ $ 50.00
SPECIAL

$279.95
$ 80.07

$199.88
iiseansue

$330-00
$100.07

$229.88
MIIIIMMOIMMOMOMOdsmasill

$159.95...1

r;rttSho vV5 t,

Fulton, Ky.

Thursday,December 5, 1968
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All Juveniles Placed Under
City-Wide Curfew In Fulton

Welfare
Reform Plan
Presented
by Laurence M. Hurst', M.D.
Consultant, National Dairy Council

A TRUE OR FALSE TEST
When I was young, true or false tests always intrigued me. They
were fun and I expect they still are. So today we are presenting a
true or false test on nutrition. Let's see how you do.
Statement
1. Even when you are trying to lose weight you
need some fat in your meals. It's essential.
2. On an equal weight basis, fats contain about
twice the calories of protein or carbohydrates.
3. Protein builds and repairs all tissues.
4. Protein should not be used up for energy.
Fats and carbohydrates are quicker and cheaper sources of energy.
5. After bones and teeth stop growing, calcium
is no longer needed by adults.
6. Milk and other dairy foods are our chief
source of dietary calcium and have the added
advantage of containing phosphorous in the
same biological relationship to calcium as in
the growing skeleton.
7. You need vitamin pills regularly because the
American food supply is deficient.
8. Five pounds of milk are required to make
one pound of cheese.
9. Of the four food groups, the most important
for protein is the meat-fish-poultry-eggcheese group.
10. Fruits and vegetables are important for
vitamins and some are good sources of iron.
11. B-vitamins, iron, and some protein are prominent values in enriched breads and cereals.
When bread is made with milk, you get milk's
values too.
12. Eating 5 meals a day instead of 3 will harm
you.
13. There's no harm in crash diets or taking
weight off and putting it on as often as you
like.
14. Snacks are a bad habit and should always be
avoided.
15. Calcium deficiency may be the basic cause,
especially for older people, of losing their
teeth.
16. Vitamins were discovered during the Civil
War.
17. Certain foods enhance fertility in women and
virility in men.
18. Milk and meat are sources of superior protein.

True

False

DLI
DLI

LID
[I]
DLI
LID

I

LI
LI
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LOUISVILLE, Ky.
,;•I,
The commissioner of the state
Department el Economic Sectieity has outlined a merfinfillier
plan that he says will change
ths agency from "a lumbering
thing" to an efficient operation.
Eugene Goss encoded the
plan Monday at a meeting here
of the Health and Welfare Council of Louisville and Jefferson
County.
Goss said his plan was not
politically motivated. "I want to
change this kind of practice." he
asserted. "and to open up employment in this department to
all qualified persons — Democrats, Republicans and Independents."
Among other things, Goes proposed that multi-county supervisors be eliminated and replaced by a iupervisor in each
county "where the case load
and number of workers require
It-.,

FULTON, Ky.,
— A
city-wide curfew and local ambulance service were topics of
discussion Monday night at the
regular meeting of Fulton City
Commission.
The commission passed an
ordinance which provides for
a city-wide curfew in an attempt
to curb a recent wave of juvenile
vandalism.
The curfew will go into effect
immediately after publication of
the ordinance. As approved by
the commission last night, it
makes it unlawful for any person under the age of 18 to be
on the streets after 11 p.m. or
before 6 a.m.
Exceptions will be made when
the minor is accompanied by a
parent or guardian or when he
Is on an emergency errand.
Otherwise, he is prohibited from
being in any public place, build-

soMMes'm11.110 441.1e .W1Milm 0MMMo

elem ealaeas ..Meges

ing, place of amusement, or
vacant premises during curfew
hours either on foot or in a
vehicle.
The maximum penalty for
violation of the curfew will be
MO fine and a 30-day jail sentence. Similar punishment can be
levied against parents or guardians who knowingly allow the
minor to break the curfew.
Fulton Mayor Gilbert DeMyer
said the ordinance was being
passed in an effort to reduce
the number of law violations on
the part of juveniles, "many
of whom are not Fulton teenagers."
Mayor DeMyer also said the
move was in cooperation with
South Fulton. Tenn. which has
a curfew for the past two years
in compliance with a countywide ruling.
South'Fulton Mayor Dan Croc-

ker said that a stricter enforcement of the curfew law the
past two months has resulted in
a drastic reduction of the crime
rate in South Fulton.
Also discussed at last night's
meeting was the problem of
continuing ambulance service to
Fulton and surrounding area.
Continuation of the service at
a higher costs seemed assured
after discussion of a franchise
agreement between commission
members and representatives of
two local funeral homes.
Wynn Whitnel and James Needham, two local funeral directors,
had notified the commission at
its last meeting that they were
discontinuing ambulance service
as of Dec. I due to risMg costs
of operation and government
regulations.
They offered to donate ambulances to the city with the

suggestion that police and fire
department employes operate the
service.
Members of the commission
met informally with members of
South Fulton commission on
Nue. 14 to discuss the matter.
At that time, a tentative agreement was reached on a franchise
plan.
Further study will be done by
both the commission and the hineral direCtors before final ae•
tion is taken. It was generally
agreed last night that the so.
lution lies in granting of hate
chise by the city with the CIO
determining rates to be charged.
Although no rate schedule Was
formerly set, it was approved
that minimum charges would be
advanced from the present 65 to
at least $20 for local charges.
Turbines for Commuters
A stainless steel railway car
powered by two aircraft-type gas
turbine engines is being tested by
New York's Long Island Rail
Road. Initial tests show no 'IA
scream" or dust and no notice.
able vibration or odor. Nickel
alloys help to make the turbine
heat- and corrosion-resistant.
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Santa
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n hems a it—
and the good thing is Christmas Seale. He made sure to put
Seals all over the stocking presents he left at the home of
Audrey and George Klein. Contributions to the Christmas
Seal Campaign help the fight against tuberculosis, emphysema, and air pollution.

Santa Knows Best!

Never Have I Seen
Such Value
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'TOR SALE: One stereophonic
nentlineent system. Includes Garrant turntable, Arvin amplifier and
two Voice of Music speaker enclosures; two 9-inch and two 4-inch
speakers. Retail Value $250; it's
good as new and will sell for $150.
For further information call afte,p. m. phone 472-2728.
411111
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Clerks! Office Workers! Salesgirls! Typists! Factory Workers!
Getting Novi•here? Want to escape
from a dull "blind alley" job? You
can-easily and quickly-when you
learn SPEED WRITING(ABC shorthand) taught exclusively in this
area at BBI. Individual instruction.
Day or Tues. and Thurs. night
classes. BRUCE BUSINESS INSTITUTE, NM Poplar, Martin. Telephone 587-4911.

USED ITEMS
GE. Range, Good Condition $49.95
GE. Range, Excellent Cond. $99.95
2-Pc. beige living room suite,
good condition
$35.00
Frigidaire refrigerator, coppertone
$49.95
Frigidaire Electric range, 3
years old
$79.95
Used mattresses and springs $ 5.00
Motorola TV, console, 3 years
old
$69.113
GE. Console TV,2 years old $99.95

FULTON HARDWARE
& FURNITURE CO.
2N LAKE ST.

MSU to Be '69 Host
To Science Academy

3.11 Asps 0,10,001
eash
use ;4144.1

472-1101

MOTOR CO.,
Your friendly

PONTIAC AND
BAWLER

OteffiVealt-A.O.
C‘11

Murray State University has
been selected by the executive
committee of the Kentucky Academy at Science as the site for
the annual meeting of the KAS in
the fall Of 1989.

*7,- 1400

• Broadway Cu Slop

Dr. Walter E. Blackburn, dean
of the School Of Arts and Sciences. at Murray State, said the
site deternikation for next year
was announced lathe annual meeting at Westesti Kentucky University in Boviikat Green Nov. 1-2.

South Fulton 479-2134
- NEW AND USED Shotguns, Rifles, Pistols
All Named Brands

To serve as official host next

We Repair ALL Models
of Pistols, Guns, Rifles

USED FURNITURE
BARGAINS

All kinds and sites of shells
Used Televisions, all kinds
From
$35.00
All kinds of fishing tackle
Pocket knives, scout knives,
wrist watches for ladies and
en, many other Roma toe
numerous to mention.

Hotpoint refrigerator, good $30
Chrome dinette, formica top,
$20
4 chairs
Chrome dinette, formica top,
4 chairs
$30
Small 20,040 BTU gas space
$20
heater
$25
3-Piece bedroom suite
5-piece modern dinette, formica
$35.00
top
5-Piece mahogany finish
$35.00
dinette
Good Frigidaire Refrigerator $35.
from $5.00
Odd Divans
$5 each
Bed springs,
Linoleum rugs, regular, 79c
yard; vinyl, $1.10 yard, cushion
floor, $2.10 yard.
Come in and browse around; we
have lots of bargains not advertised,

WE SELL AND TRADE

CLEAN USED
FURNITURE, ETC.
Gas heaters, 70,000 STU $84.50
Gas cooking stoves
$49.50
Electric range ....._._._ $42.50
Electric refrigerator
$44.51
Bedroom suits
_ _
$49.511
Orifferobe
$18.50
Odd Chest
$14 50
Odd Vanity
$14.50
Coal heater
$49.50
New coal heater, 7S-lb. $64.50
New coal heater, 100-lb. $69.50
New gas heaters
$179.50
New wood & coal heaters $16930

WADE'S USED
Fulton

Furniture Store
Phone 472,
3421

Kona 479-2271

Dr. L. B. Bridwell, professor of physics, and Greg Parrish of Murray, a graduate asBlatant, and Joyce Evans of May\field, a former graduate assistant, to the physics section.

tall, Dr. Blackburn said a site
committee will be named to
10? Dr. Bridwell and Dr. I.• M.Beychoose the dates and to plan '
er, assistant professor of phythe program for the two-day sesslits, to the physics section.
sion, which is expected to draw
150 to 200 members from
Mr. Varro Clark, assistant
throughout Kentucky.
professor of psychology, to the
psychology section.
Four members of the Murray
Robert W. Hackney of LouisState faculty were elected to ofville, a graduate assistant, workfice in the KAS during the recent
ing with Mr. W. J Pitman, asmeeting, including Dr. Karl F.
Hussung, professor of chemissistant prOfessor of biology, to
try, who was chosen vice-presithe zookto,section.
dent.
Three -Murray State faculty
members are former presidents
Others elected were Mr. Morof the Kentucky Academy of Scigan Sisk, assistant professor of
ence - Dr. Blackburn, Dr. Pete
biology, as chairman of the zooPanzer*, chairman of the chemlogy section; Dr. John C. Wilistry department, and Dr. Alfliams, professor of biology, as
red M. Wolfson, chairman at the
secretary of the zoology secbiological sciences department.
tion; and Dr. Harold E. Eversmeyer, associate professor of
biology, as secretary of the botany and microbology section.
Dr. Loyd Alexander of Kentuck/ State 'College at Frankfort
was elected KAS president.
Several Murray State faculty
members and students presented
papers to different sections atthe
meeting. Papers were presented
by:
Dr. B. E. McClellan,associate
professor of chemistry, and Ray
Parmelee of Kendallville, InlIn
graduate assistant, to the chemistry section.
Mr. Robert E. Daniel, assistant professor of biology; Sarah
Plummer of Dyersburg, Tenn.,
senior; W. E. West of Murray,
graduate assistant; and Archie
Barlow of Calvert City, a former graduate assistant, to the
botany section.
Marcus Lossner of Hopldns-

STRICTLY BUSINESS

by Mcfsetten

ALL STOVES GUARANTEED
FOR 30 to-90 DAYS

Dealer

ville, a sophcenore, working with
Dr. Robert Edierton, associate
professor of physics, to the physics section.

Baked apples are especially
good on a winter's morning, when
the chill outdoors makes the
warmth indoors all the more
appealing. Here is a recipe for
a particularly tasty baked apple.
It comes to us from the Bordo
Products Company, importers
and processors of delicious pitted
and diced dates: Select and core
one firm apple per person. Then,
for each apple, make a mixture
of 1 tablespoon Bordo imported,
diced dates (or whole dates,
cut up), 1 tablespoon brown
sugar and a dash of nutmeg. Fill
the cored centers with the date
mixture and place the apples
in a baking dish. Add water to
the baking dish until it covers
the bottom 1/4 of the apples.
Add 1 teaspoon sugar (per apple)
to the water. Bake at 375° until
the apples are tender. This is a
sweet breakfast treat that your'
whole family will enjoy'

JONES COAL & CONCRETE CO., INC.
South Fulton

East State Line

KENTUCKY
STATE RESORT PARKS
„..„7.
sr=

/11h0

•
•

REGISTERED ANGUS CATTLE
Thursday, December 12 -12 Noon CST

recreation programs

and special evening

entertainment

DAM VILLAGE
V CUMBERLAND FALLS V KENTUCKY
at CtIlttartsville
V LAKE CUMBERLAND
V GENERAL BUTLER
V NATURAL BRIDGE

JENNY WILEY
rg

at Priest

at Clad.

at Oliva Hill

SPECIAL PACKAGE RATES

MAGNETIC
PLAYTOOLS

lodge
5 days and 4 nights in a luxurious
enterroom with two double beds, includingevening
tainment and all meals from Sunday week,
dinner through Thursday lunch. Every
October 13-March 31.

Magnets have an age-old fascination for youngsters, and lucky is
the preschooler who finds a magnetic spelling or numbers board or
a magnetic picture maker or puisis under the Christmas tree. Playskool Research advises that such
magnetic playtools allow the creative learning-while-playing so important for the preschool child.

•

•
e

ES NORTH OF UNION CITY, Tessn„:44'1/
Hwy. i - Ky. 'Tann State Line Road

0
PERFORMANCE TESTED HERD
•-- 16 STRONG SERVICE AGE MALES

Planned

Vigla

V CARTER CAVES

•

•

•

Effective December 1, 1968 our business hours
(Monday thin Friday) will be from 7:30 a. m. to
4:30 p.m. Closed all day Saiuil4ay.

472-1533

KEN TEN A/4IGUS FARM
Fourth Annual Production Sale

•

Dear Customers:

BAKED APPLES ARE
A WINTRY TREAT

•••••••••••••••••••••••
•

ATTENTION

Exchange Furs. Co.
COMMERCIAL AV.
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Fulton, Ky.

•

•

$44.00 Per Person

(double occupancy)

(p'
502-223-231d
Call Central giss•evmekins, frankfort •
er se* raw local travel await.
Ky. 40401
Frankfort,
Per a brodatre, meths TRAVEL, p05-SW,

Weaning, yearling and present weights available.
•
Bred Heifers and Cows, many with fra
calves at side - taken from heart of the herd.
411/
FOR CATALOOS AND INFORMATION CONTACT:
•

0- 50 FEMALES - Open and

•

•
•
•Mr. and Mrs. Parnell Garrigan & Robert - Owners
0 Routs 4 • Hickman, Ky. 42050 - Phone- Jordan, Ky. 502-1113-9077•
FLOYD DIEVERT - Danville, Ky. • Sales Manager
•
•
(Lunch available at sale)
11/
•

_ILT1_ All/MOKIRS
B. N. LeDuke 6-. Son,.1::
INVITE YOU AND YOUR FRIENDS TO ANOTHER
"Stop referring to our profit line. Argyle. as
'that sqiuggler"

•
12,111001111,011111•111111111101111,110

Santa Claus Land OPENS
10 a. m. Saturday, Dee. 7
in downtown Hickman
FREE

FREE
1111

ki,

Your Picture

PUBLIC SALE
OF VALUABLE REAL ESTATE & FARMING EQUIPMEN1
_
31 3
31 3
...
ACRE
ACRE
-,,,:':!::im':'' 7
-4
FARM ... S..42
4
:•:).'1"'-'1;:>64 :- -FARM
Known as the Con McConnel Farm, located in Weakley County
between Palmersville, Tenn., and Lynnville, Ky. Follow Tenn. High
way 89(Dresden and Palm ersville Highway) or follow Kentucky
Highway 381 (Lynnville and Sedalia, Ky. Highway). Turn east ofi
highway at Old Bethel Ba ptist Church. 1Ih miles to Big Publi(
Auction Sale. Selling on premises.

i
7, 1968
Saturday,Te15lDecember

Mail

AM., lAIN OS

taken with

SANTA!

Letters to

OTHER BUSINESS INTERESTS REASON FOR SELLING

SANTA!
ALL LETTERS

ANSWERED

This is.farm located la Weakley County coesistiog of 313 acres, more or less, has appx.ns acre
In eultivatioe,also has about225 acres under fence with plenty water at all times for livestock.
The farm has good house and bars,also Tobacco barn. The land Is level to gently rolling and Is •asR
cultivated with 4 row equipment and will produce's Top Crop of anything grown le this area yea
after year.
row imp funk I
w mosfairat yew Masi me belie for•ipsid him.Imre Is aotalaby year apponvility. Ills fie form Is NM only•
so* of As &few Myelitis& P.m at l
Asia Noma LOOM

UP TO DEC. 21

FREE

Santa Claus Land
OPEN
Dec. 7, SAT.. 10 am. - 17 Noon
Dec. 13, FRI., 2 - 5 p.m.
Dee. 14. SAT, 10 a.m. - 12 Noes!"
and 2 - 5 p.m.

SHOP a

•\\ CANDY
,. . .4
& _j
114

ttCIIM

Santa Claus Land
OPEN
2 - 5 p.m.
10 to 12 Noon
2 - 5 p.m.
Dec. 23, MON., 10 to 12 Noon
2 - 5 p.m.
Dec. 24, TUES., 10 to 12 Noon
- 5 p.m.
Dec. 20, FRI.,
Dec. 21, SAT.,

stores for Outstanding CHRISTMAS
• free Gift Wrapping! free Parking!

mom widish Mg ponds IS. Wpm is pimidem• ram snips mid is.1.1midedi is gar mildmmiss. COS

2 COMBINES 2

4 TRACTORS 4
1
1
1
1

4010 tractor and 4-row cultivator
40 JD tractor and cultivator
4000 Peed diesel tractor with 1000 hrs.
Super C tractor and cultivator

1
1
1
1

JD 45 combine and 1-JD 2-row corn hood.,
92 Massey Fergasoo combine

1 Myer Mar plm
Odom 145w salltkowar
1 JO 11' immry mossisr how
A 211.14" plow
1 mis JD ems Mode
1 AC Mt lIf
1 BB Peed pin
1 Mier deg 1ff
1 Pad 3-rm• addimasir
1 AW 11' di* tai
BIM 11161/1111114r a Katt AND WILL, WM YOU SAllWACTOIRT gild= ON YOUR PARM AT A MMUMUM Of MINSK
Yes mid pper Mose are wig" Welted se sew mid Ma ems Ali how sod farsoleg agalqwwwit ariftme batons fig of ads. Per wry saddens
lidessmillss plasm moms* Mr. Hewel.01111144. sumsir, Mims Ana Calk MIL Wks Mims 20442311- be.. pisee 21441111, lesIsmsm Ky...
Timms&
Arise Code 1101 -25341211 se 201-7441..
I. N.Leah& awl Ins hwithosaars wag gmd Wats Orsibers,

It is a proves fact that land is hoe of your Safest Investmeefs-That Blood Pernsisig Equipment Pays
Geed DIVideetis. We offer you both here at this Public Auction Sole on Saturday.Doc.7. Don't Miss It!

Howell and Mary Jo Jones
OWNERS-HICKMAN, KENTUCKY
AUCTIONEERS and
REAL ESTATE BROKERS
TIPTOMVILLIL TENNESSEE -"Our Service Doesn't Cost - It Pays"

B. N. LeDuke & Son,

Fulton, Ky. '"Thursday, December 5, 1968
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GET A TASTE OF QUALITY FOOD AT LOW PRICES

R B 51 A pi

___

WIIMAIIMAIWAVAKIIPAPAKIIMAPIPAIAMPAFAIIMMAIIIIMAIIIIWPMAIKWAYAI

..

BREAST
LEGS & THIGHS
GIZZARDS
WINGS
BACKS
LIVERS

U S

L B.

lb. sgc
lb. 49c
lb. 49c
lb. 25c

%Arc BuLutiNA
FRESH MEATY LEAN

REELFOOT

nuns

12-oz. pkg. 49c

FROSTY MORN

lb. 59c

SLICED BACON

19c
ilt.. 89c

IIAIWAVAIIVAINIIIIVAPPAVArMIIIIII/AWAVAIARMAI/411WAGRIVIIIVIAIWIFIIIIIIIIIMIPIPAIIIAIWIIIPII

RATH
ALL MEAT

LB. JUle
FRESH

(While Supply Last)

lb. 59c NEac BONES
lb. 59c
lb. 69c PIG TAILS

PORK RIBS
PORK STEAK
PORK.CUTLETS

lb. 19c
lb. 10c

IIIIIWAIIIMPAPIIIMAIWIPIPTAMINKIWIIIIMIWAPPMVINIUMPIKOMMIAPPAPIPWAIIPSIIIIIIIIIIIII

BOSTON B011$Country
90 SAUS .4 • 4 L
PARK A y 0LE0
FruitI.-Juice
Ju cezi: 90
FRESH.LEAN - PORK

OUR OWN MAKE

i

s.

Style Pork

IA

KRAFT

Limit 2 Please

LIBBY'S PINT

With Other Pukka.*

Unsweetened

With Other Purchases

2

LB.190Grape

IIVAV/IVAF/AFAIP'AgdrAFAMIP5MdrMArAVIPIIrMIKdIIIAVIPWIAWdlrIIIIIIIP'/IRIWMMAFIPAPIr

Trellis 303 Size

Frozen Morton Assort. Flavors

each 29c GREEN BEANS
CREAM PIES
Jergens Bath Size
Single Rolls
PAPER TOWELS 3rolls $1.00 SOAP

6-oz. Jar Old Judge

Royal Brand Assort.

Whole

Northern Jumbo Size

CA 1.1

IIMAIIMIAPAPOINIIIPII/AMINIAIMIIMINIP
IPIAIAIWAYAIIIMMAIIIIAIIIKIMIIIMIAIIKOWIRIPP

2for 2k
each 10c

PUDDINGS
Chase and Sanborn
COFFEE

box 10c INSTANT COFFEE each 7k
Southern Belle 300 Size
lb.can 69c CHILI with BEANS 3for $1.00

Flu ..cocKTA t 490 POTATOES :re 5 590
STOKELY'S 303 SIZE CAN

Limit 3 Please

With Other Purchases

FROZEN FRENCH FRIES

With Other Purchases

Bag
'

Jazz Brand

25 lb. Bag

DOG FOOD

KLEENEX

125 SIZE

Rosedale 29-oz.

Size Sliced or Halves

bag $1.99 PEACHES

Krey 300 Size

Zion Brand 2lb. Box

each 4k TAMALES

each 29c FIG BARS

3for 8k

(With Other Purchases) Limit 2pleas*

TAMALt4 369Ø

FACIAL-TISSUE5
GIANT 46-oz.

ilirrnaldPIVINIAWIAIIIIIIIMAIIPMAIWAVAIPMMAIIIIPII

8-oz. JAMES' BEST

box 75c VANILLA EXTRACT ea. 49c
BOLD
100 Free Quality Stamps 22-oz.
MR. TERRIFIC each 89c
TEA each 9

Ei
x. lb.XJAMES

each 1k uaum PRELL
egach 5k lairrilizth

OPS

TroKELrs romaT

CATSUP

3.5-oz.

ROYAL 3-oz.

each 3k
2for 4k

g)
0
OF
I
ILINNI
CREAMRSTarild
S 303I
New Large Size

SEQUIN BRAND 32-oz.

WILD BIRD SEED OLEO .1 lb. boxes 5for;1.00
HUNGRY JACK 9.5-oz.
12-oz. BOX
BISCUITS 5for $1.00 IMAMS
box
3k

(MID DETERGENT $1.011 Srr r

410.11111WIMMAPAIIIIIIIIIPIWIMINOMINIMINIGIPAPrallarAPIPWIrIVIIIIPIAIPAlNW,

MUSCATEL

12-oz. 5k GRAPEFRUIT
RAISINS
NORTHERN
RED POTATOES 20lb. 5k
11100/111111111111111111111•111‘
Your No. 5 Quality Stamp Coupons
Are Good This Week For 300 Free
Quality Stamps.

3 For 13-ot

2for 39c I LEMONS
SOU1JAL k ilLTON S and .1 U

SOUTH FUL

'WY CROCKER

-7-"r' rrosting ea. 39c
each 2k

